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What and why

Context: Avoid to mask omission and timing failures:
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Figure 1:PBFT algorithm, saves 33% of messages when using only pro-
cesses in a selected quorum [2].

What is Quorum-Selection:
• select a set of well functioning processes, that can be
used to run a distributed service,
• exclude processes that exhibit faulty behavior,
• exclude processes that repeatedly perform transient,
e.g., timing failures,
• exclude processes, even if their failures are only detected
by a single correct process.

Advantages of Quorum-Selection:
• avoid additional cost for masking failures,
• use efficient algorithms, e.g., BChain [4],
• use novel models, e.g., XFT [5].

Problem Definition

Quorum-Selection Correct processes in Π agree on a set
(quorum) Q ⊂ Π of |Π| − f processes such that no
correct process in Q suspects another process in Q.

Example: Figure 2 shows a system with processes Π =
{a,b,c,d,e}. Suspicions can be visualized as a graph. If
no additional suspicions are raised, the set {a, c, d} is a
possible solution for Quorum-Selection.
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Figure 2: Example for suspicions visualized as graph.

Lower bound: Even with perfect failure detection, f faulty
processes may cause the quorum to change

(
f+2

2

)
times.

Leader election: Given a selected quorum, we can elect
the process with lowest id as leader.

System Overview

We assume an asynchronous system, equipped with a
failure detector where less than half of the processes are
subject to arbitrary failures (|Π| > 2f).
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Figure 3: System Components. All messages are received via the failure
detector. Quorum-Selection is done using the suspicions from the failure
detector. A distributed algorithm, e.g. Consensus can be run on the
processes in the quorum.

Failure Detection

Quorum-Selection requires a Failure Detector, able to de-
tect individual omissions without restricting application pro-
tocols:
• Failure detector is told which messages to expect.
• Failure detector outputs a set of suspected processes at
every process.
• Expectations can be cancelled, e.g., when issuing a new
quorum.

We assume the following properties:
Eventual strong accuracy Eventually no correct process

suspects another correct process.
Expected completeness Eventually, an expected message is

delivered, or the sender is suspected.
For eventual strong accuracy to hold, expected messages
need to be sent. Thus correct failure detection requires a
correct implementation of the Application module.

Challenges

We want to exclude processes from the quorum that commit
any of the following failures:
1 detectable commission failures
2 omission of all messages (muteness)
3 omission of single messages
4 repeated increasing delay of messages

Previous work handles Failures 1 and 2 but avoids or masks
Failures 3 and 4, e.g., using echo broadcast [6, 3, 1].

Single omission failures (Failure 3) may be detected only by
a single process, this creates the following challenge:

Challenge 1

single suspicions, not backed by f + 1 processes.
Solution Reacting on single suspicions allows faulty

processes to provoke a reaction, by issuing a false
suspicion. We therefore react only on single
suspicions by processes in the quorum.

Faulty processes can suspect any correct process. This com-
mission failure cannot be detected by the failure detector.

Challenge 2

suspicions raised by faulty nodes
Solution We treat suspicions as bi-directional.

The delay of messages (Failure 4) may result in a suspicion
being repeatedly raised and revoked. This poses a challenge:

Challenge 3

suspicions constantly raised and revoked
Solution Collect all suspicions that were not revoked

before the current epoch.

Challenge 4

correct processes falsely suspect each other
Solution Do not consider revoked suspicions from

previous epochs.

Quorum-Selection Solution

System progresses in epochs and suspicions are associated
with a specific epoch.
• Broadcast suspicions with their epoch.
• Build simple suspicion graph locally.
• Find quorum as independent set in suspicion graph.
• When no quorum possible, increase epoch.
Example: Figure 4 shows an example of a graph created
from suspicions. The edges are labeled with the epoch of
their suspicions. In epoch 2, no independent set of size
3 can be found. If the epoch is increased to 3, the edge
between c and d will be removed and {a, c, d} and {c, d, e}
are independent sets.
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Figure 4: Suspect graph with epochs for suspicions.
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Conclusion

We present an architecture for BFT systems using Quorum-
Selection.
When false suspicions are cancelled, our Quorum-Selection
requires O(f 2) quorum changes, to exclude all faulty pro-
cesses.
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